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CHAPTER TWO

Race, Environment, Culture
�custome into Nature' in the Early Modern Atlantic World
JEAN E. FEERICK

'NATURE-CULTURE' AND THE EARLY MODERN PERIOD
Given the centrality of physical difference to accounts of racial difference today, inqui ry
into early modern pre-histories of race must begin with a rich and inflected understanding
of how early moderns understood bodies to acquire and retain differences that we perceive
as 'racial'. Despite shifts between then and now in the perceived origin and durability of
such racial markers, the perception of human differences in various periods - whether
linked to skin colour, cultural practice, religious worship or other factors - has been
used to justify violence, subjugation, dispossession and any number of other exploitative
practices, including enslavement and genocide. Indicators of its growing hold today, in
the rise of nationalist populism and other political movements, call us to renew attention
to its modes, techniques and histories, concerns central to the work of this volume.
In the last twenty years, eager to historicize embodiment and delve into the diachronic
arc of race thinking, a group of critics have identified and excavated the importance
of humoral theories in early modern accounts of human difference, noting how such
theories yoked a people's physical properties to their mtemal humoral composition
(Schoenfeldt 1999; Floyd-Wilson 2003; Paster 2003, 2004). While humoralism is by
no means the sole discourse early moderns drew upon to navigate physical difference,
as a theory of the body's physiological processes, it deserves close attention for offering
a detailed account of how people and collectivities were thought to acquire and retain
bodily difference. Everything from a people's skin colour, eye and hair colour, size,
level of activity, even governing forms and religious preferences could be explained with
reference to a humoral disposition or 'complexion', as the individual's unique balance
of humours was often called (Dawson 2019). Critics attuned to this humoral economy
further identify a widespread belief that individual and collective complexions were
thought ro be responsive to, indeed forged by, the surrounding world, subject to the
imprinting force of climate, diet and other cultural practices (Floyd-Wilson and Sullivan
2007). People native to a region, therefore, shared broad humoral dispositions that
connected them, as expressed in their skin colour, mental and emotional tendencies, and
other physical features (Wear 1998).
Culture and environment, then, were construed by early moderns both as producing
and expressing physical difference, a view powerfully at odds with modern theories, which
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lodge difference in a (relatively) fixed genetic code deep within the body and transmitted
from parent to child, rather than from an exchange with the outside world. If heredity
played a part in forging a person's physical contours for early modernity, physical identity
was yet experienced as an ongoing production, continuing from birth until the death
of the individual. For those native to the same region, migration to new environments
or immersion in new cultural practices would extend this process further, potentially
carrying across the generations in an anticipated slow morphing of the physical attributes
of their descendants.
While critics investigating humoral discourse have ably demonstrated the central role
that early modernity granted the environment in shaping the physical body, a process
named 'geohumoralism' by Floyd-Wilson, less attention has been given to the ways that
ideas linking complexions to environment and cultural practice could become a Pandora's
box in the crucible of globalization and transmigration, since movement invited the
possibility of profound physical alteration. Indeed, early modern writers expressed a
growing concern with the implications of migration and transplantation on their physical
bodies (Kupperman 1980, 1982, 1984; Chaplin 1997; Feerick 2010; Earle 2012). If
shore-term travel could be expected to provoke illness, due to sudden shifts in humoral
balance, longer-term resettlement could evoke permanent bodily changes that would be.
externally legible. For humoralism did not, as has been proposed, cease to be an anchor
for theories of embodied difference with the rise of the transatlantic slave trade in the
sixteenth and sevenreenth centuries (Floyd-Wilson 2016: 794). On the contrary, critics
working with English and American letters of the eighteenth century have powerfully
demonstrated the sway of the humoralist paradigm on both sides of the Arlantic during
rhat period, where it continued to serve as a foundation for new taxonomies of race
(Wheeler 2000; Parrish 2006; Chiles 2014). I propose rhat this context of the wholesale
resettlement of populations - whether Africans, Europeans or Indigenous Americans makes visible some of the defining features of early modern race thinking.
What such investigations reveal is how much effort early moderns believed they had to
invest in sustaining features we ali gn with race. First, having skin colour that was white,
swarthy, tawny or black, along with an underpinning humoral complexion - whether
phlegmatic, sanguine, choleric, melancholic - was nor an indelible stare but could, with
varying speeds and degrees, change with exposure to new climates and new cultural
milieus in the humoral model. Notably, people from the north - whether described as
white, pale or ruddy - were among those believed to change most readily in different
climes due to the preponderance of moisture in their bodies (Bodin [1566] 1945: 95;
[1606] 1955: 147); early moderns believed the heat of a warmer climate would evaporate
a northerner's excessive internal moisture, causing illness and, if one survived this initial
adjustment, a shift in bodily complexion. Those with darker skin, such as Moors and
Ethiopians, by contrast, were believed to undergo a more gradual process of change in
migrating to different lands. Native to hot and dry lands, they were thought to have 'very
hard bodies', born of the drying and evaporating effects of the sun, making the absorption
of moisture in a colder climate a slow process (Bodin [1566) 1945: 95). And yer, in a
humoral economy, all bodies would eventually be renatured when subject to new physical
conditions (Parrish 2006; Earle 2012: 187-200). Included among such conditions were
cultural practices, such as eating unfamiliar food and appropriating foreign habits such
as clothing and body paint. Early moderns granted such practices a power, like climate,
to inscribe the body deeply (A. Jones and Stallybrass 2000; Poitevin 2011; Earle 2012).
Hence, as populations began to settle in non-native lands, they expected that their bodies
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and those of their offspring would be subject to changes that, if unmanaged, could alter
them profoundly.
If these observations identify race formation in this period as potentially transformable,
a move that critics have cautioned against for its potential to disavow the brural reality
of chattel slavery which seized on black bodies above all (Erickson and Hall 2016: 11;
Chapman 2017), I suggest rhat the early modern tendency to see physical identity as
alterable, both because subject to an external world and to cultural practices that could
shape the body, implicitly granted early moderns an extremely agile, multifaceted
and adaptable theory of difference that instructed them to heed not only the physical
differences that modern theories of race privilege but also a host of practices derived from
culture (Loomba and Burton 2007). Far from erasing markers of physical difference,
then, the early modern tendency to understand bodies and the material world as a blend
of natural and artificial forces - an epistemology that the theorist Bruno Latour describes
through the hybrid term 'nature-culture' - allowed such markers to proliferate (Latour
1993: 5-8, 96; 2004: 42-52).
Indeed, as I have argued elsewhere (Feerick 2017), to unpack Latour's concept of
'nature-culture' requires that we recall that 'culture' in early modernity was most often
used as a verb - 'to cultivate' - rather than a noun, as is typical today (Williams [1976]
2015: 49-50). Culture described, for a fallen world, the set of actions one should apply to
physical nature - both human and non-human - in an effort co emend and restore nature
to its prior, uncorrupted state. Culture, in this usage, participates with nature, entering
into it so as to shape it in desired ways. Culture is not, then, a set of practices chat early
moderns understood as properly separate from nature, as exclusive to the human realm,
as in irs modern usage. If nature - whether human or non-human - went unsupported
by culture, therefore, it could and did signal a depraved stare for early modern writers.
For this reason, natives who otherwise seem to have little in common, phenotypically
or geographically - including Indigenous Americans, Irish and Africans - were often
linked in the English imaginary for what was seen as a dangerous proximity to the natural
world. English observers interpreted such proximity to nature as expressing a people's
inability to apply culture to order the natural world, including their own physical bodies.
In the absence of culture's ordering effects, such people degraded their humanity, even
slipped beneath the identity of humanity altogether. Hence, English travellers paid
careful attention co the cultural practices of the people they encountered in distant lands.
They observed their diet, dress, bodily applications, agriculture and religious worship,
granting these practices considerable agency in forging the alterity of the populations they
encountered. Their confidence in culture's power also encouraged a belief that foisting
European cultural practices on these populations could and would transnarure them into
a new 'kind' of people, inviting an often violent application of such practices in the name
of reform (Feerick 2017).
As compared with early modern 'naturccultures', modern racial theories minimize the
role that culture or environment play in the production of racial identity. What is at stake
in chis shift? I see the reorientation of race's mechanisms and meanings as part of a much
larger, diachronic project of reconfiguring the relation of humans to the material world, a
process that forged an autonomous subject presumably unhindered by material things and
forces construed as inert 'objects'. A mostly impervious wall would be erected between
humans and the material world as part of the project of modernity, with significant
consequences for theories of race as well as treatment of the natural world (Merchant
1980; Latour 1993). People's physical bodies, like the material world at large, would
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come to be seen as mostly fixed at birth, not dynamically changing in response to external
factors. For early moderns, by contrast, the material world was animate and agential, such
that what one did with that world or what it did to you was deeply constitutive of human
identity. As historian Wear argues, early moderns posited a 'dose union between all the
parts of the organic and inorganic worlds' (1998: 145).
Therefore, while I take heed of Erickson and Hall's call to abandon the notion of
'fluidity' in discussing early modern race, given their important observation that all racial
formations are fluid and adaptable, I yet perceive and seek to retain distinctive aspects of
early_modern race_thinking, which I believe may contribute to the project of dislodging
the violence of racism today. For early modernity makes more overt what modern racial
paradigms seek to conceal: that assertions of physical difference arise as a defensive
reaction to the felt absence of stable difference, to rhe belief that human bodies are
fungible. Insecurity and a fear of one's proximity to those perceived as different haunt iu
origins. �ndeed,_ far from being secure in their 'white' skins, early modern English writers,
along with their European neighbours, positioned racial difference on a continuum.
Two things follow from this assumption: bodies marked as 'other' held the potential
to be _re�laimed by culture, though such efforts might also be dispensed with as futile ot
too difficult and could and did take violent forms; and bodies seen by English writers
as 'normative' - whether described as white, ruddy or swarthy - could transform into
�orn�thing strange through changes to culture or milieu. As Gil Harris eloquently argues
in his work on Indography, early modern discourses of race are 'attemprs to exorcise the
specter of undifferentiated ... bodies' (2012: 15). It is this constant uncertainty of what
one may become, or cease to be, that I excavate here, as an anchoring feature of racial
ideologies.
. The material to follow can be subdivided into two parts. In the first section, I trace
in a range of genres about transmigration - including travel accounts, natural histories
and plays - a belief that English bodies - like all bodies - are transformable and that
shifts in climate and culture can alter them profoundly. In establishing this point, I lean
on one of �he central �eta�hors early moderns used to think through these possible
transformations: plantltfe. Like humans, plants in this period were carried to new soils
and climes, and like humans they were understood as humoral beings, in fact believed
to impart their complexionate qualities (hot, cold, moist, d ry) to people who consumed
them as h:rbs or vegetables (Earle 2012; Test 2019). They were also beings understood
as responsive to and dependent on culture - that is, to cultivating acts by humans - which
could make or break their ability to flourish in a given soil or clime (Bushnell 2003). Ir is
therefo�e n�t surprising that people trying to gauge what physical changes might befall
them - m saze, colour and reproductive ability - studied the shifts that plants underwent
as rhey took root in new soils. Accustomed to thinking homologically, even naming
En�land's e�pansivist project 'plantation' and its human agents 'planters', early modern
�mers readily connected patterns of planrlife to human life to explore physical alteration
m non-native climes, an idea I trace in the works of early modern scientists as well as in
plays portraying contact with foreign lands, including Ireland, rhe New World and Africa .
In the second section I explore a tendency among English writers to seize on cultural
practices to descr!be I�digenous peoples, understanding such practices as intimately
connected to physical difference but also as subject to reform. Here I focus in particular
on English accounrs of Indigenous Americans from the early exploration of the North·
west Passage up through the establishment of the colonies in Virginia and Massachusetts.
I also consider the imprint of these ideas on the period's drama, highlighting some new
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probable that the white [flower} with much culture may rurn colored', particularly since
white blooms were associated with a deficiency of nourishment (Bacon [1626) 1862:
401, 403, 398, 399, 393). The lexicon of 'turning' to describe deep physica l changes to
plants - transformations in kind and colour - is compelling, not least because it intersects
with the language contemporaries used to describe human transformation in response
to contact with foreign lands and cultures, captured in phrases such as 'ru rned Turk',
'rurned heathen' or 'turned Indian'. And yet, where as the prospect of human populations
'turning' typically evoked anxiety and alarm, for Bacon the prospect of a mouldable
natural world was exhilarating, holding the promise that human culrure might remake
nature to meet man's needs.
While these debates may seem esoteric and removed from accounts of human difference,
the homological patterns of thinking so typical of the Renaissance led many writers to
work from such assessments of plant nature to human nature, reasoning that shifting
climes and cultures might explain human differences. The French political theorist Jean
Bodin, for instance, echoed classical writers in maintaining that people like plants would
be physically altered by migration: 'we see men as well as plants degenerate little by
little when the soi� has been changed' (11566) 1945: 87). Conceding some dif(erences
between the two hfe forms on the grounds that plants receive direct sustenance from
soil whereas man's contact with his environment is more distributed, he yet maintains,
'if [people] be transplanted into another country ... yet in the end they shall be altered'
(Bodin [1606) 1955: 566). Montaigne wove related themes about the renaturing power
of climes into his highly popular Essays. In his essay on Raymond Seybond, translated
into English by John Florio, he observes that 'the forme of our being depends of the aire,
of the climate, and of the soile, wherein we are borne, and not onely the hew, the stature,
the complexion and the countenance, but also the soules faculties ... and being removed
from one soile to another (as plants are) [we} take a new complexion' (Montaigne (1603)
1967: 2:297-8). His countryman Guillaume de Saluste du Barras similarly introduced
such ideas into his epic poem of creation, noting in the day and week devoted to 'The
Colonies', char people native to a given climate share 'stature, / Strength, haire, and
color/ ... humours and ... manners too', speculating whether such resemblance derives
from shared laws, the stars, or the means by which 'custome into Nature [changes)' ({1595]
1979: 1 :458). In reasoning that custom might airer nature, du Barras echoed the ancient
horticulrural idea chat cu lture and physical nature braid together into a seamless unity.
Given the cultural dissemination of these ideas, it is no surprise co find them surfacing
in the literature surrounding England's ventures to plant in the New World, where
speculation on the impact of migration on English bodies was robust. Some deflected
such worries by arguing that the new colonies had climates proximate to England,
despite evidence to the contrary, a tactic particularly evident in sermons and publications
celebrating the plantation in Virginia (Feerick 2010: 104-12; Hollis 2015). One minister
emphasized the proximity of England's and Virginia's climes by suggesting God had all
but conjoined the lands with a bridge to facilitate the movement of people between them
(Crashaw 1610: sig. E'). Those with first-hand experience of Virginia, on the other hand,
were more forthcoming in noting striking differences, including summers much hotter
than those in England and frigid winters. When a critical mass of settlers landed north of
Virginia in the 1620s, many seized upon this angle, highlighting Virginia's excessive heat
as compared with the climate of New England, which they framed as proximate to their
native land. Sir Ferdinando Gorges was one such proponent, arguing chat the northern
colony was 'more sucable to the nature of our people, who neither finde content in the
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colder Climates, nor health in the hotter, bur (as hearbs and plants) affect their natiue
cemperarure, and prosper kindly no where else' (1622: sig. D2). The phrase 'prosper
kindly' suggests that unlike those in the south who might 'turn' in kind, like Bacon's
herbs, the cooler climate of New England would allow English settlers to retain their
English features. William Wood concurred, pointing to the 'changing ... complexion' of
those who had settled in Virginia, noting not an increase in 'swarthiness', as might be
expected due to the heat, but a noticeable increase in 'paleness', which indicated to him
that the climate was 'hotter than is suitable co an ordinary English constitution' ([1634)
1977: 32) .
If, as Gavin Hollis has argued, Virginia is curiously under-represented on the early
modern stage, the questions that settlement abroad catalyzed about physical alterability
were a constant theme of early modern plays (2015: 1-30). Indeed, the Shakespearean
canon registers an active interest in the effects transmigration has on people, as registered
in small details and broad themes. In the history plays, for instance, Shakespeare evokes
the physical challenges of fighting in a foreign climate by having a heroic English king
blame his tendency to brag about his men's unexpected victory at Harfleur on 'This your
air of France', which 'Hath blown that vice in me' (King Henry V, 3.6.137-8). Henry here
alludes to a sense that his northern humours, widely associated with English candour and
'sinceritie', have been altered by his sojourn through the warmer air of France, evoking
haughtiness (Harrison 1587: 115). The playwright explores these ideas in greater detail
when he tracks the southward migration of the Roman Antony. While a model of
continence in the harsh climates of the north (Antony and Cleopatra, 1.4.55-71), his
displacement to hot Egypt appears to melt his martial vigour, as registered by his sexual,
sartorial and dietary incontinence. Writers of the day warned that northern men would be
subject to rapid decline in southern climes and should avoid it at all costs (Barclay 1631).
Antony's defeat affirms chis belief. Conversely, Shakespeare's representation of the travels
north of a man from a southern geography in his portrayal of Aaron the Moor may
register more subtle signs of physical change born of movement in this direction. When
Aaron asserts co his northern paramour that his 'fleece of woolly hair .... now uncurls /
Even as an adder when she doth unroll/ To do some fatal execution' (Titus Andronicus,
2.3.34-6), he seems co intimate that he is acclimatizing to the non-native land of Rome,
a change that may inform his move to shape its political future.
Plays of the day that sought to stage contemporary events, as compared with
Shakespeare's preference for temporally displaced plots, betray a similar interest, evident
in a fascination with swashbuckling English heroes who traverse different climes and
regions. Heywood, Greene, Rowley and Day were among those hitting on such themes in
drama of the 1590s and early 1600s, but it is the anonymous play about Captain Thomas
Stukeley, performed by the Admiral's Men in 1596 and 1597 and published in 1605,
which presents an opportunity to see in crisp form the anxiety of physical alteration that
subtends the ideal of a heroic globetrotter who endures sustained contact with foreign
lands. In this play, possibly authored by Thomas Heywood, we are introduced to the
heroic figure Stukeley - famous for his rancorous relationship with Queen Elizabeth as
well as for his (heretical) affiliations with the Irish arch-rebel Shane O'Neill, the Pope
and King Phillip II - alongside an assortment of other English gentlemen who share
his wanderlust (Edelman 2005). If the play presents Stukeley brandishing a temper that
outmatches that of his kinsmen, rising co the challenge of contact with Irish rebels and
Spanish royalty, the play yet shows his limits in the heat of the African desert, which taxes
his strength and catalyzes his undoing.
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The play provides a frenzied tour of various foreign lands and climes traversed by the
historical Stukeley - including Ireland, Spain and Africa - emphasizing in each context
the spectre of alterability for this Englishman. Even Ireland, Stukeley's first destination
upon departing from England, presents challenges to his English complexion despite its
relative proximity. Medical writers, such as William Vaughan, knew well the threat the
damp Irish climate posed for Englishmen taking up residence there. Dedicating one of his
most popular medical texts to the wife of the Lord Deputy of Ireland, Lord Chichester,
Vaughan recommends that Englishmen planting in Ireland engage in fasting co neutralize
the effects of superfluous humours which 'the moysture of their Wescerne Ayre {will
breathe] into them' (W. Vaughan (1600) 1617: 16). So, too, an early account of Ireland
by Richard Stanihursc included in Holinshed's Chronicles had warned that 'Inhabitants
especiallie new come, are subiect to distillations, rheumes and fluxes', suggesting that the
damp air's 'grosseness' would overpower non native bodies (1586: 2:13). Those leading
the effort to subjugate Ireland in the 1590s, such as the Earl of Essex, who served as Lord
Lieutenant from 1599, identified the 'moist, rotten country' and the 'unwholsome and
uncertaine clymate' as among the factors that impeded his 'bodies, minds, and fortunes
abihtie' and undermined the military effort of his English men (Moryson [1617] 19P7-8:
4:243). Fynes Moryson, secretary to Lord Mountjoy, similarly observed how English
soldiers were undone by 'looseness of body, the natural sicknesses of the Country'
(Moryson in Canny 1976: 209), while another report of 1600 argued that it w as 'the verie
contry [char] consumerh' English soldiers (as quoted in Highley 1997: 152), indicating
the dangerous power this damp climate held over them.
Onstage, Stukeley, too, is warned away from Ireland by his peers who associate
the land with '(rudeness)' and 'rebellious strife' (4.59-60). But the play's description
of Ireland as a 'dampish field' (6.10) suggests the equally formidable obstacle he will
encounter in the Irish elements. The character Harbert, temporarily placed in charge of
the English fort at Dundalk in the north of Ireland, manages this threat only by avoiding
it altogether, being accused of 'mewing' his men up 'In walled townes' (11.7-8) and
thereby allowing the Irish rebels to gather strength (Figure 2.1). The dramatist develops
this inversion by writing an entire scene - two versions of which survive, in English and
broken Gaelic - from the perspective of chose Irish rebels, who call out the vulnerability
of the English complexion. Without their customary diet of 'powdered beef', 'bread',
'beer' and 'porridge' (7.44), the English, so the rebels taunt, will become weak and ill.
The Irish mock them for being too delicate, unable to live on 'Shamrocks', 'bonny clabbo'
and 'water cresses', as well as Ireland's 'strong butter' and 'swelled oatmeal', which
threaten to invade English bodies with excessive moisture, bringing them to a form of
dysentery known as the flux (7.45-8).
Against such spectres of English alcerabiliry, the Stukeley character embodies an
English fantasy of seeming impervious to the material agents of foreign foods and climes.
In Ireland, he remains undaunted by the damp, venturing out to confront rhe rebels
and capturing their cattle and hobbies, although Harbert's defensive posture anatomizes
the underlying fear of unmitigated contact with the rude, damp land. In Spain, where
Stukeley heads next in search of payment for Irish horses he has seized, his English mettle
seems ever-boundless, a match for the 'hor bloods and temper of [the] clime' (13.94),
as evidenced by his readiness to brave the Governor who imprisons him and seizes his
goods. Later, when he escapes to the Spanish court, Valdes, Marshal to King Philip, sums
up Stukeley by observing: he 'conquers the world, and cases it at his heels' {18.28). But
the king mocks Stukeley's northern qualities behind his back, ridiculing him for being
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FIGURE 2.1 John Dcrrickc, 'Rorie Og, a wild kcrne and a defeated rebel, in the forest with
wolves for company'. 0 Wik1med1a Commons. Public domain.

'Hardy but rash, witty but overweening', an 'English hot-brain' (16.166-77). Indeed, the
play seems to agree with King Philip's assessment, as Stukeley becomes his pawn, first,
running the Spanish king's errand co the pope, and then being diverted by the Portuguese
king to fight his war in Africa. The play intimates that Stukeley's moist, northern beat
is no match for the men of these more southerly climes, who display the cunning that
humoral theories argued was a function of their dry and hot physiologies (Floyd-Wilson
2003: 67-74).
In the end, it is 'burnt Africa' (19.49) with her 'tawny sands' (21.70) that vanquishes
Stukeley's temper altogether. Staging a scene from the Battle of Alcazar in the play's
final act, the play grants this alien climate rhe awesome power to resist most any man's
plans. Indeed, Muly Mahamet, a Moor native to the land, erroneously believes he can
overpower the land's features, addressing the desert landscape in Tamburlaine-sryle with
'I'll dye thy tawny sands in blood/ And sec a purple on thy sunburnt face' (21.70-1). Here
he boasts that the soil will take on the livery of his enemies' red blood, rather than the
burnt marks of the sun. But a few scenes later, we learn the hot climate is not so easily
quelled. Muly's enemy, Abdelmelec, soon finds himself 'Overcome with heat', marvelling
at the face that the 'sands of Afric are so parching hot/ That when our blood doth light
upon the earth,/ The drops do seethe like cauldrons as they stand' (24.3-8). Far from
being overcome by human inscriptions, the African soil ensnares these boisterous kings,
boiling their blood, no less than that of the Spanish, Italian and English newcomers.
Indeed, if Srukeley's death is technically effected by his own men - Italian soldiers who
turn on him - his constant references to the hot climate, the 'parched earth of Barbary',
suggests that his defeat comes first at its hands (28.30). Indeed, minutes before his men
strike him down, he expresses the sense of being overcome by the climate, noting how
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'The sun so hears our armour with his beams/ That it doth burn and sear our very flesh
••• Our parched sinews crack' (25.1-4). In this compelling image, northern culture - as
embodied by the armour he wears - is overpowered by the Afri can climate, becoming a
weapon of self-destruction. Far from supporting his English body, the armour magnifies
the scorching sun's power to burn flesh and parch the inner body, effecting profound
physical alteration. As Srukeley surrenders his blood to African soil - making peace with
Vernon in noting 'our bodies we bequeath/To earth' (28.40-1)- the audience is invited
to contemplate his engulfment by a relentlessly hot and (for him) inhabitable clime that
overpowers his English body.
The earliest travel accounts of Africa by Englishmen indeed tended to construe
the continent's heat as a significant impediment to the people's cultural development.
Reporting on the travels of John Lok to the coast of Guinea in 1554, for instance, George
Barne positions his observations about the people's 'beastly living, without a God, lawe,
religion, or common wealth' in the same sentence as commentary on rhe unbearable
climate, noting how the Africans are 'so scorched and vexed with the heat of the sunne,
that in many places they curse it when it riseth' (Hakluyt [1598-1600) 1927: 4:57).
Indeed, he posits that the name 'Africa' might itself derive from the phrase 'without
cold', comparing life in Africa to living 'as it were in fornaces, and in maner already
halfe way in Purgatorie or hell' (4:60). In associating the land with proximity to hell,
Barne was building on an emerging tradition of accounting for the black skin of Africans
by associating it with a divine curse on Ham's descendants {Braude 1997). And yet, as
historian Rebecca Earle argues, this idea of a curse need not stand in tension with climate
theory, as it does for George Best, often singled out by critics for denying climate's
role in determining skin colour (Hakluyt (1598-1600) 1927: 5:181-2), even though
he was atypical in his time for disavowing its impact {Floyd-Wilson 2003: 8-10). For
ocher writers, climate did not confute the idea of a divine curse so much as provide the
means of fulfilling it (Earle 2012: 191-200). Barne's description of the infernal climate of
Africa appears to signify in this way, conflating a natural and theological explanation in
accounting for African difference (K. Hall 1995: 44-61).
If Africa's hear rakes a toll on those native to the land, it also posed a constant threat to
English merchants seeking a foothold in the continent. Richard Eden describes Englishmen
so unaccustomed to Africa's 'extreme heare' and its 'sudden and vehement alterations'
that many experienced 'agues' followed by death (Hakluyt (1598-1600) 1927: 4:43).
Similarly, Barne reports the haunting effects of the infernal landscape on him and his
countrymen, recalling the specter of 'many strange fires and flames rising in maner as high
as the Moone' (4:40). In a journey to the River of Plate in 1583, Edward Cotton, too,
recalled how the heat assaulted his men, whose 'natures at this first time [were) not so well
acquainted with that climate' (4:299). Indeed, if Best, seeking ro downplay the impact
of climate on Englishmen, observes how readily 'blacke Moores ... (and] Aerhiopians . ..
can well endure the colde of our Countrey' and concludes that Englishmen may 'as well
abide the heate of their Countrey' (5:172), he was disavowing the received wisdom of
his day which warned of profound physical effects. Indeed, the tendency of Englishmen
in Africa to unravel in the heat - retaining 'no rule of themselves' {4:43) - suggests their
embrace of postures similar to those of the Africans, whom Towerson criticizes for being
'so wilde and idle, that they give themselves ro seeke out nothing' (4:74-5; K. Hall 1995:
53-5). For both groups, rhe oppressive African hear overcomes the ordering principles of
culture, reducing them to 'beastly' passivity. Given that possibility, it is thus striking that
these same English merchants mix considerable praise into their accounts of the peoples
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SOWING CULTURE IN NATIVE SOILS AND BODIES
The contrast of these representations of Africa to lands believed more 'temperate' for being
proximate to England's climate is striking, having profound consequences for how these
populations were viewed by English writers and the role they believed English culture
_
could play in 'reforming' them. I have already noted the tendency among promononal
literature to emphasize how similar Virginia's climate was to England's, despite evidence
to the contrary. Similar arguments were made about lands abutting the arctic north, in
the vicinity of Newfoundland. Whereas English writers seemed unable to imagine Africa's
soil - burnt, scorched and sandy - as capable of sustaining most forms of cultivation,
they had occasion to construe these colder regions as awaiting the cultivating effects of
English presence. In these lands, the challenge was framed as one involving the native
people's lapsed cultures, rather than the overpowering climatic conditions and their
harmful effects on the human body. Hence, attention to cultural difference far outweighs
a sense of physical difference in English accounts of Indigenous Americans. Quick ro
draw on the elaborate trope of humans as plants informing English colonial literature,
Robert Johnson, author of 'The New Life of Virginea' accounted for the presence of
the Indians in the new world by noting that some races were scattered after Moses, and
that, like 'weeds in solitarie places', this 'barbarous and vnfruitfull race' did 'spring vp'
in this far distant soil (Figure 2.2). Contemplating the best mechanism of reform, he
invited Englishmen settling in Virginia to 'manage their crooked nature to your forme
of ciuilirie' (R. Johnson 1612: Bt•, E4'). While seeming to associate Indigenous people
with a depraved nature, his sermon embraces a belief that they can be reformed, like
plants that have grown wild. In 'A Good Speed to Virginia', Robert Gray identified one
method of reform, urging 'It is not the nature of men, but the education of men, which
make them barbarous and unciuill ... therefore chaunge the education of men, and you
shall see that their nature will be greatly ... corrected' (R. Gray 1609: sig. C2). Here,
culture stands both as problem and solution co native difference. George Peckham, who
accompanied Sir Humphrey Gilbert, echoed these ideas, urging that all natives in America
'aswell those that dwell in the South, as those that dwell in the North, so soone as they
shall begin but a little to taste of civility' will be 'easily reduced to civility both in maners
and garments' {Hakluyt [1598-1600) 1927: 6:61-2). Acculturating these 'savages' would
therefore satisfy both a moral imperative and an economic interest by providing markets
for English wool.
Indeed, it is compelling that the English emphasize again and again the proximity of
Indigenous American bodies to their own, lodging native alterity in cultural practices that
have gone awry for allowing unmediated contact with the natural world. In early attempts
to locate the Northwest passage by the likes of Gilbert and Frobisher, for instance,
the English encountered Inuit people in the frigid lands surrounding Newfoundland,
emphasizing cultural practice above physical difference as an explanation for indigenous
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FIGURE 2.2 Inigo Jones, Design for the Memorable Masque, an Indian as Torchbearer, c. 1600
(Chatsworth, Devonshire Collecnon).
altericy. Indigenous clothing. diet and agricultural practices are carefully recorded with
English balking at their habit of consuming raw flesh, wearing beasts' skins and living in
slovenly conditions (Figures 2.3 and 2.4). Frobisher captures English estrangement in
a darkly comic key, noting, 'They neither use table, stoole, or table cloth for comlines:
bur when they are imbrued with blood knuckle deepe, and their knives in like sort, they
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FIGURE 2.3 John White, An Eskimo Woman with &by, c. 1577. C Hulton Archive/Getty
Images.
use their tongues as ape instruments to lick them cleane' (Hakluyt [1598-1600] 1927:
5 :148). In a similar vein, he notes their proximicy tO beasts: '[T]he people will eace grasse
and shrubs of the ground, even as our kine doe' (5:274). Indeed, this tendency on the
part of the Inuit co depend on what Edward Haie describes as the uncultivated, 'first
fruits' of that 'desolate and dishabited land' (6:22) crystallizes the problem in the eyes of
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�JGURE 2.4 Lucas D'Heere, 'Homme Sauvage amene des pais Septentrionaux par Frobisher'
in Thearr_e de tous Les Peuples Et Nations De IA Te"e, avec leurs habits et ornaments divers '
tam ancrem que modernes, ,. 1576. O University of Ghent.
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the English: a failure ro apply culrure both to their bodies and their land. Indeed, Haie
describes one incident when the Indigenous people beckoned him to witness a beautiful
garden. Hastening to comply, he recalls rounding a bend with high hopes only co be
mec with disappointment in finding 'nothing ... [other] then Narure it selfe without arr'
had made (6:17). In the absence of man's ordering improvements, this green world is
less a garden than a wild landscape, 'dishabiced' for lacking any trace of human culture
(Thomas 1983).
If a failure of native culture elicits English disapproval, English planters had a high
degree of confidence that the absence could be amended. Not only does the Indigenous
people's regard for values such as kinship and modesty ingratiate chem to the English, but
their lack of essential physical difference from the English is interpreted as meaning they
will readily acculturate to English practices. Indeed, following one of the first journeys
in search of the Northwest Passage in 1497, Robert Fabian, accompanying John Cabot,
records that they rerurned to England with three 'savages'. Remarkably, just two years
later, when Fabian seeks them out at Westminster, he is unable to 'discerne (them) from
[ocher) Englishmen' {Hakluyt (1598-1600] 1927: 5:91), since they now wear English
apparel. Decades later, Frobisher expresses a similar faith in English culture to transform
the Indigenous people, noting of a group of captured 'savages' how 'They began to grow
more civill, familiar, pleasant, and docible amongst us in very short time' (5:273), in part
because they have been re-dressed in English clothes.
None of this is to claim that the English observed no forms of physical difference
among the many Indigenous nations they encountered from Virginia up to the islands
north of the mainland. Trained to see skin colour as a function of climate, Frobisher,
for instance, wonders how the Indigenous people, whom he describes as 'of the colour
of a ripe Olive', have received their tanned condition, 'being borne in so cold a climate'
(Hakluyt [1598-1600] 1927: 5 :271). Admiring the natives' 'large corporature, and good
proportion', traits typical of northern peoples, he reasons that their colour may yet be
the effects of their lifestyle, speculating that their tawny skin is 'not much unlike the
Sunne burnt Countrey man, who laboureth daily in the Sunne for his living' (5:148).
As historians have long noted, Englishmen in Virginia reasoned similarly in accounting
for the visibly darker skin of people who lived in a climate that did not seem much
hotter than that of England. Early settlers in Jamestown and New England established
an interpretation that would shape accounts for years to come, observing that although
the Indigenous people appeared 'swart, tawnie, or Chestnut [in] colour' this was 'not by
nature but accidentally' (Pringe 1603: 221), a function of their tendency to apply paints
and dyes to their skin from the time of birth as protection from the sun and mosquitos
(Hollis 2015: 164--73). William Wood summarized this view in noting, 'Their smooth
skins proceed from the often annoincing of their bodies with the oil of fishes and the fat
of eagles, with the grease of raccoons, which they hold ... their best armor against the
mosquitoes', further observing how their hair, too, is 'brought to a more jecry color by
oiling, dyeing, and daily dressing' {[1634) 1977: 83). To the extent that the Virginians
marked or 'raced' their bodies by applying these dyes as well as other decorations, such
as the 'artificial knots of sund ry liuely colors, very beautiful and pleasing to the eye' that
George Percy admires {Figure 2.5), they had altered their natural complexion {Percy
[1607) 1969: 1:136). Indeed, John Smith and others claimed they are 'borne white'
(Smith [1612] 1969: 354; K. Hall 1995), making their perceived physical difference a
function entirely of cultural practice. Moreover, Englishmen who lived among them and
adopted their lifestyle were believed to undergo a comparable transformation, as Ralph
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FIGURE 2.5 John White, The manner of their attire and painting themselves, c. 1585-93,
watercolour of an Indigenous American man. C Henry Guttmann Collection/Stringec/Hulton
Archive/Getty Images.
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Hamor reported had happened to an Englishman living for many years in Virginia who
had 'growen so like both in complexion and habite to the Indians, that I onely knew him
by his tongue to be an Englishman' (as quoted in Hollis 2015: 58). Over time, that last
marker of Englishness - language - might also surrender to a process of slow erasure,
produced in this case not by a radically alien climate - as in Africa - but of a culture
that, if alien, yet mirrored reports of the customs of ancient Picts and Britons. This was a
comforting idea, for it suggested that just as Roman culture gradually transmuted British
savagery into civility, so English culture would transform the Indigenous nations for the
better.
This view of the reformable Indigenous American, I suggest, is visible in the fleeting
glimpses of them on the English stage. Arguably the most famous of this relatively small
group is Shakespeare's Caliban - whose name, tendency to worship a god named Setebos
and familiarity with the use of weirs to fish evoke Indigenous American analogues - even
as his mother's history aligns him with an African genealogy. And yet, regardless of his
family's origin, Caliban is the one character in The Tempest who is native to the island,
born and bred there, never having known his father and having but limited access to his
mother. As such, the island's clime and topography - personified by the spirits he senses
around him - are the primary shaping forces on this Indigenous boy until Prospero and
Miranda arrive on the island. That they and the subsequent round of Italians who arrive
under the force of Prospero's magi, perceive him as fishlike (2.2.23�) only reinforces this
sense of his proximity to the narural world, evoking echoes of the Inuit, as described by
Frobisher (Figure 2.4), who reported how 'disguised with their coates of Seales skinnes,
they deceive the fish, who take them rather for their fellow Seales, then for deceiving
men' (Hakluyt [1598-1600] 1927: 5 :273). Those northern nations, like Caliban, are
close kin to the fish world.
The play, then, intersects with contemporary colonial theories in portraying the
confrontation of indigenous nature with European culture in the form of Prospero's arts
and letters, including language, natural philosophy or magic, and agricultural practices,
as conjured by the masque he stages for Miranda and Ferdinand. Before the play opens,
both father and daughter believe their civilizing project has failed, that the 'print of
goodness' (Tempest 1.2.355) bestowed by European culture has not taken to Caliban's
nature. Though they have taught him their language and imparted some rudimentary
knowledge to him, his attempted rape of Miranda, as described by Prospero, seems to
express his 'vile' (1.2.361) nature on which 'Nurture can never stick' (4.1.189).
And yet, if Prospero and Miranda surrender their project of reform, it is possible to
read the play as suggesting they do so because it has been too successful, catalyzing a
defensive re:1crion against an Indigenous character who has grown, through access to
their culture, too proximate to them. Although some might point to Caliban's savage
attire - the gabardine that barely covers him - and the curses he spews as evidence of his
degraded nature, I propose that far from being unable to receive the imprint of culrure,
Caliban has readily absorbed it. Indeed Shakespeare shows this first and foremost through
the linguistic ability he gives this character, who consistently speaks in pentameter
verse. It is noteworthy that Shakespeare withholds this form of speech from the low•
born Europeans who accompany the native for much of the play - Stefano and Trinculo
- which makes the difference fully audible. Indeed, where critics have argued for the
attempted rape of Miranda as an expression of Caliban's licentiousness, Caliban's retort
- 'O ho, 0 ho! Would't have been done!/ ... I had peopled else/ This isle with Cahbans'
(1.2.352-4) - instead expresses his growing political awareness, even his entry into
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European propertied arrangements (Goldberg 2003). Indeed, that Prospero perceives his
relationship to Caliban as ensnared in a power struggle is evident when he confronts
Ferdinand, posing as himself the sole native of the island, and accuses the young prince of
usurping him (1.2.457�60). Just as he puts Ferdinand on the defensive, so Caliban has
come to articulate his own rightful claim to the island - 'This island's mine' (1.2.334) identifying Prospero's possession of it as theft.
Alarmed by this rising political sensibility in a character he defines as his subject,
Prospero halts the civilizing project. In fact, he begins to invert it altogether, employing
an aggressive mode of anti-culture in the form of physical abuse to transform Caliban
once more into a mere 'natural'. He denies him a proper house, confining him instead
to a rock; he withholds European clothes from him, though he has a large wardrobe as
displayed in Ariel's 'frippery' trap (4.1.424); he reduces him to forcible labour in making
him hew wood and carry water, even when there is 'wood enough within' (1.2.318); and
he halts his educational project. Indeed, he directs his effom instead to assailing Caliban's
body in an effort to abject him, creating mental and emotional turmoil a regular feature
of his days. It is, therefore, hardly surprising to see Caliban seize upon Trinculo and
Stefano as a means of continuing his cultivation, hoping the latter will uphold his promise
to receive him as a full member of the polity when he assures him, 'Trinculo and thyself
shall be viceroys' (3.2.103).

'[REFUSING} TO BE NATURALIZED
IN STRANGE COUNTRIES' 2
If I have argued chat the failure of cultivation embodied by Caliban was born of Prospero's
will rather than this character's nature, early moderns did have access to a concept,
borrowed from antiquity, of life forms so acclimated co a given soil and clime that no
form of cultivation could match, stand in for or improve upon its native conditions. Such
creatures Pliny named 'exotics' in che thirteenth book of his Natural History in which he
discusses strange and foreign trees. Resistant to cultivation, the trees he describes here
'[disdain) to grow elsewhere', since they have so 'strong an affection for certain localities
... and cannot be transplanted elsewhere in their full vigour' (Pliny 1961: 4:203, 407).
Included in chis category of planr is the 'Balm of Gilead', the 'Eugenia vine' native to
Alba, the 'citron or Assyrian apple tree' native to Media and Persia, and the Frankincense
tree chat only grows in Arabia. Following the discovery of the New World, scientists such
as Juan de Acosta sought ro update Pliny's history (Figure 2.6). Attentive to the effects
of moving plants to and from the 'new' continent, Acosta recorded in his Nat11ral and
Moral History of the Indies a general pattern whereby Old World plants prosper better in
the Indies than 'Indian plants' do in Europe (Acosta [1604) 1969: 235). Noting that the
Indies produces an 'infinite number of wild plants', more numerous by far than all those
in 'Europe, Asia, or Affrike', it appears that the most desirable of these exotic plants yield
'no account' in the Old World no matter what culture they receive. He notes: 'those few
which are carried from the Indies into Spaine, growe little there, and multiply not' (262,
265). Included in this list is the Indian platanos tree which 'growe[s) neither in Italy nor
in Spaine ... for although we have scene some at Seville in the Kings gardens, yet they
prosper not, nor are of any account', as well as the coco or Indian palm, which grows
well in Peru but is 'the onely country ... where these trees doe growe' (242, 254). As
such, a recurring theme of his natural history is that plants move well from Europe to the
Indies - affirming a latenr hope that European bodies will adapt readily in this direction

FIGURE 2.6 Philips Galle after Marcus Ghceracns, America, late sixteenth century.
C Wikimcdia Commons. Public domain.
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as well - bur char Indian planes decline in the non-native soil of Europe. This type of plant
is variously translated as exotic, strange or foreign, resistant co attempts to naturalize,
civilize or domesticate it.
These competing theories of nature - as subject to culture or resistant to it - collide
in Othello, where Iago applies a horticultural idea chat echoes Bacon's confidence in
the power of human culture to transform nature so as to position Othello as an 'exotic'
unable to flourish in Europe. Early in the play, in dialogue with Roderigo, Iago embraces
a horticultural trope co convince his 'friend' that he is gardener of his own nature,
celebrating the power of human reason to master passions, which he construes as planes
growing in the mind. He Insists it is in man's 'power and corrigible authority' to 'supply
[the mind) with one gender of herbs or distract it with many' (Othello, 1.3.319-21),
suggesting that men choose co let weeds grow or to root chem up. Lacer, he applies
this theory to Othello, who, at the play' s start, has already successfully managed his
transmigration to Venice. Though new to the city•state, Othello rests comfortably in
a seat of power, honoured by the Duke. Iago's project is to practice a form of anti•
husbandry on Othello that will incite his degenerative decline. He proceeds like a
practiced horriculturalist, sowing sundry poisonous suspicions while denying his victim
needed nutrients. We see this method unfold in the temptation scene of Act 3, scene
3, when Iago responds to Othello's requests for a direct statement of his suspicions by
withholding it: he denies him the nourishment of light, the truth he seeks. Instead he
echoes, mirrors and mimes Othello, allowing questions co grow like weeds in the dark,
as he speculates what the 'horrible conceit' might be (3.3.119). Viewed through the
horticultural tropes chat the play encourages, Iago's accions seek co 'turn' a civil plane
into a wild one by sowing the stinging 'nettles' (1.3.318) of rumour and neglecting the
work of pruning overgrowth that he earlier recommended to Roderigo. He thereby
reverses Othello's naturalization, a condition he visually embodies when he falls from
rhe height of rule co an epileptic frenzy.
Early in chis process, Desdemona already perceives a profound shift in Othello's
humeral complexion, celling Cassio: 'My lord is not my lord, nor should I know him
/ Were he in favour as in humour altered' (3.4.120-1). Under Iago's programme, her
husband has become almost unrecognizable to her, as to Venetians such as Lodovico
who responds co the change with astonishment: 'Is chis the noble Moor?' (4.1.261). Such
reactions speak to the success of Iago's project, which aims co uproot the general, curring
his ties co Venice and binding him more decisively to his native space. Indeed, when
he learns that Othello has been recalled to Venice, Iago fantasizes a still further return
co Africa, to a possible origin in Maurctania. He implies his presence in Venice, as in
Desdemona's bed, is 'unnatural' (3.3.238), suggesting his visage is incommensurate with
Venice's 'country forms' (3.3.242). In the final moments of the play, as Othello pieces
together the strands of the plot against him, he yet persists in seeing himself through
Iago's eyes as the consummate alien in Venice. Presenting his defense to the gathering
of Venetians in his bedroom, he emphasizes his exotic nature, figuring himself both as
'turbaned Turk' (5.2.362) and 'Arabian [tree]' (S.2.359) (Figure 2.7). As he turns the knife
on himself, in a gesture char effecrs the violent tapping of the exotic tree's 'medicinable
gum' (5.2.360), Othello defines himself as a failed transplant to Venice, unable to ascend
in its civil centre. Receptive to the perverse form of cultivation he has received at Iago's
hands, he has become 'strange ... passing strange' (1.3.159) to himself and the Venetians
who conclude they have been 'deceived in him' (4.1.279).
If by the play's end Othello has come to embody stereotypes of a barbarous Moor cruel, violent, jealous and licentious - it is yet important co sec how the play traces this
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FIGURE 2.7 Asphalatus Acacia altera Mauk. Copy from De Materia Medtca by the Greek
physician Dioscoridcs. The Acacia tree was described by English herbalis t John Gerard as
flowing wnh the gum of Arabia. C The Natural History Museum/Alamy Stock Photo.
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new condition to the withholding of culture by an insider who wants nothing better
than to reverse the ascendancy of a man whose beauty offends him. Shakespeare's plays,
and the other early modern materials I have briefly surveyed in this chapter, thereby
crystallize the powerful role that early moderns granted culture in the project of shaping
nature, including that form of human nature we now call 'race'. If I have shown that
all climates were not equal in the eyes of the English - given their preference for those
proximate to England and their fear of the torrid zone -yet early modern writers display
an abiding belief that mixing their culture - in the form of language, dress, religion and
agriculture - with the physical nature of non-European peoples had the power, together
with a native or adopted climate, to transform them. How could they believe otherwise,
when their own history had schooled them to believe that their own ancestors had also
once been 'savage' until contact with a superior culture had given them the tools to grow
more civil?

